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As mentioned in ay previous lecture. 0V and KB are to be 
;iuered as complementary technologies in the radiation 

ring field. In many countries, DV processing is used as the 
thfinder for KB. companies preferring to use a DV process 
itiaily in order to acquaint management with radiation 
*e3si«« concepts before the more expensive KB lines are 

•stalled. 'If companies are large enough and possess sufficiently 
vanced technological back-up, they will install KB directly if 
1) parameters of the process can Justify such a line. For 
developing countries, in particular, the decision to adopt 
radiation processing techniques and; to choose between UV and KB, 
fill largely be determined by economics, the availability of the 

and also skilled personnel to service both lines and 
ipment. 
cs-ijf.J).V̂ and.J5B. 
The key parameters which will influence the choice of DV and 

Vf Cor a radiation rapid curing (PRO process are listed in 
fable. 1. These include: 
'fABI.K : 1 Parameters Influencing OV/HB Cure 

Speed 
Gloss 
Economics 
Upfront Cost 

Flexibility in Formulation 
Pigmentation and Penetration 
Residual 
Cost of Chemistry 

JUttfe speed vnfyrtt i i n e s ra tming i n mrtuatMU <xt ititi mxMeti/mrti. urM 

*«*ally V,\\. KB c o a t i n g u s u a l l y ' g i v e h ighe r g l o s s than UV b u t 



trrc a mlrotwti blanket for care. Depending on the 
liability and cost of nitrogen to the plant;, this item can 
reciably increase running cost. Upfront coats for KB( 
00,00) are an order of magnitude higher than UV($US 
0,000/lamp). 0V systems require essentially acrylate chemistry 
achieve high cure speeds whereas KB can theoretically use any 
nomer/oligomer functionality. Where pigmented films (inks 
•xcl tided) or in depth .penetration is required, KB equipment is 
meraliy needed, otherwise residual uncured monomer levels in 
j film can be high. Since OV systems utilize sensitizers for 

rapid cure, co3t of the resin systems is 30-40% higher than for 
"KB. hong term stability of the KB formulations is correspondingly 
butter, an important point if resin is being imported for the 
process. 

This paper contains an overview on equipment, process 
parameters, applications, economy of electron beam processing and 
safety aspects. 

:>mmam 
Basically two types of electron processors are on the market 

today : the so-called scanner machine and machines without 
scanner, also called linear cathode electron processors. The 
basic differences between the two types of equipment are the 
physical dimensions and the output power of the equipment. 
St:animd beam equipment is 3 to 4 times* bigger than linear cathode 
•.jchincs and therefore more cumbersome to integrate into 
production lines. The scanned beam machine is also limited in its 
output i>ower due to the source of electrons which must be used 
and the limiting capabilities of accelerating a small diameter 
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- •» nitron bean of s evera l hundred milli-ampm -through the 

iterator, the scanner and t h e window. Figure 1 shows the 

lifferencti i n s i z e between WSl's scanned beam and l i n e a r cathode 

llectrocurtain-Processors (B) manufactured s i n c e 15 years . Today 

ir 250 Klectrocurtain machines are i n operat ion world-wide. 

jfore presenting the var ious development s t a g e s and present ly 

iva liable models, i t s main components and opera tin/? p r i n c i p l e s 
ill be explained. 

A block diagram of a complete system i s shown in Figure 2. 

fho hifih vol tage |wner supply ( I ) i s connected t o the processor 

Bad (2) via a high vo l tage cab le . The vacuum system (3) operates 

^continuously maintaining an operat ing vacuum i n s i d e the processor 

sad (2) of 10-6 mbar. 

A complete system consists of the following four main 

Icoaponents: 

The Hi4Jh„YQi.tage_PojHer_SliEI2lz generates the current and the 

required high voltage for the acceleration of the electrons. The 

ktgh voltage power supply is installed inside a container filled 

ilth lit"*., an inert, non-toxic and non-flammable insulating gas. 

in hinged door of the pressure vessel pan be opened and the 

fpower supply rolled-out on rails for maintenance work (Picture 

I,) Overhead hoists or other rigging equipments are not required. 

The high voltage power supply can be directly coupled with a 

>Jid and gas insulated high voltage transfer line to the 

lilenbron accelerator. In most cases however, the power supply is 
•laced at a convenient location in or out side of the production 

Slant, a flexible high voltage ^able with solid insulation and a 
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shielding connects the power supply with the electron 
slerator in this case. 
The Electron, Accelerator contains one or Bore electron gun 

inted in parallel in the centre of a cylindrical vacuum 
mber. The working principle of an electron gun may he compared 

fiih a Large radio-valve (Triode). A filament wire, installed 
f 

[inside a grid tube and over spanning the entire treatment width. 
Us continuously heated to emit electrons. On the side where the 
[electrons are emitted into the acceleration filed, the grid tube 
surrounding the filament has a slot-lime opening, a bias voltage 
applied to the grid tube controls the electron flux emitted from 
the filament into the accelerating zone. 

Depending on required electron beam power one or more 
pelectron guns are installed inside a shell onto which a high 
•oltage providing the desired accelerating energy is applied, the 
êlectrons are accelerated to this energy by the high-voltage 
p̂otential in the range of 150 to 300 thousand Volts, figures 3 

i*nA 4 show KP/r-Processors with Ji and 4 electron guns. Picture 2 
ffhows a view into an open accelerator head. The end-cap of the 

^electron gun La installed on the terminal structure. On the 
bottom of the open accelerator head one can see the window. 
P̂icture 3 shows the oi>eri accelerator head with the electron gun 
p̂artially extruded from the terminal structure. 

Before the electrons can reach the product they have to pass 
through a thin metal foil, called the window. It separates the 
evacuated accelerator chamber from the process of treatment zone 
lixi conMi.wtH of a metal, foil with a thickness of approx. 12uro. 

Machine*?, equipped with two or more electron guns in 



forallel across the product width, do also have correspondingly 
larger window area the processors are called BPZ which stands for 
Extended Process Zone. 

The vacuum inside the electron beam accelerator is 
•aintained by the use of a mechanical fore-pump and a -turht) 

•altttular high-vacuum pump. 
The Treaiffleat-Siatioji or product handling system encloses 

the process zone in which the products are treated. It has to 
comply with two main requirements : it must prevent any of the x-
ray.t generated by the electron beam from reaching the " outside-
world" and must allow the establishment of a controlled 
atmosphere in which the curing takes place. 

When high- energy electrons collide with matter. X-rays are 
Milted. The entire electron processor must therefore be shielded 
to protect the operating personnel, electroncurtain accelerators 
arc equipped with a fully integrated, unremovable radiation 
shielding. • 

The electron curable coatings used today are inhibited by 
oxygen and do not cure well if treated in air. The treatment 
chamlier must therefore be filled with inert gas, usually 
nitrogen. 

To maintain a level of less than 1000 ppm of 0s? inside the 
treatment chamber it is continuously purged with inert gas from a 
gati generator or with pure nitrogen Figure 5 shows an isometric 
sketch of a typical Electrocution with associated treatment 
chamber for flexible webs. 

For non-coating applications such as the crouslinking of 



flastic materials, sterilization etc., inertisation of the 

^process zone may not be necessary. 
Ihfi. controla of the electron processor contain all devices 

{•quired for its operation and operating safety, all parameters 
necessary for the proper function of the unit and all interlock 
systems required for the safety of the operating personnel are 
continuously monitored. Of particular importance is the fully 
integrated radiation monitoring system. If any of the various 
self-controlled and "fail-safe" radiation monitors installed on 
the outside of the system measures an unsafe dose level, the 
electron accelerator will automatically switch off. 

The digital control system, equipped with self-diagnosis-
features to simplify service and maintenance, can be interfaced 
with different computer process control systems. A remote control 
panel usually integrated in the master controls of the production 
line «nritues to operate and survey the complete production line 
at one and the same place. 
CKNJBRAU_GOMII)KRATIQN& 

In selection of EB processing equipment is still somewhat 
Jnew to many companies whether it be the introduction of an entire 
new production line or simply re-profiting EB processing 
•quipment to an existing line. 

fa. Since for many this may be unfamiliar technology, completely 

• ttrifiersta nding the process requirements and specifying the 

ptquipment may not be all that easy. Therefore, it is usually wise 

to work closely wil^h the chemistry their experience nd knowledge. 
.filot trials should; be run wherever possible using the materials 

I interest. 

i 
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The newcomer t o e lec t ron processing whose experience l i e s in 

the thermal cur ing f i e l d , usually has some d i f f i c u l t y in 

^developing a p r a c t i c a l "feel" for the un i t s and parameters of 

electron processing. The following de f in i t i ons should a id the 

tiuut'omer. 

ina-Curcejcife 

The beam cur ren t determines the number of e lec t rons per 

second (the energy del ivery ra te ) received by the product and 

hence determines the treatment r a t e or dose r a t e , current i s 

typically expressed in mil Hamper es (roA). 

Ipcalfiratinff Voltage 

The acce le ra t ing voltage determines the e lec t ron ve loc i ty 

and energy, which simply determines the penet ra t ion capab i l i t y of 

the electron in to the product, some typ ica l working ranges are 

ihown as a function of processor voltage in Figure 6. I t i s not 

unusual for the new user of e lect ron curing to assume tha t 

somehow the penet ra t ion capab i l i ty of a processor can be 

increased by longer exposure; i . e . g rea te r dose. This i s not 

strue. I t i s important to understand t h a t the re i s no way to 

^Increase the e l e c t r o n ' s penetra t ion, except through voltage, 

ypically expressed in k i lo volts(kV). 

Iiine. Speed 
An i m p o r t a n t p r o c e s s v a r i a b l e t o t h e u s e r i s p r o d u c t s p e e d . 

' this d e t e r m i n e s t h e " e x p o s u r e " t i m e of t h o p r o d u c t and t h i s , 

Combined w i t h "Lh»:? t.]r<sv. r a l f (or c u r r e n t ) , , w i i I <_•>_• i >-r'-,\'- ;.> • :.:>••• 

t- ''.(; a''..''.. ;..'• ;,fv.'.» ;.:•..!. -n'. •.••>.'•. :-i. •<•>; i V':*1 v>y .p.'.: \>i'Ot\ii<:i... <>: > v j.uuti ,'.y , 

t'::>' •••!! r.•'"••':; i- . : • • ' • ' v'• • .i • : - : •••rpri n>t i'.h" i.-owe r e c e i v e d , ami of c o u r s e 
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t::r 'ciirreni, can b^ slaved to automatically "tracK" the product 
velocity to maintain a predetermined treatment. This approach is 
one of the most, desirable features of electron processing for in
line application. 
Dose/fagarad 

The unit of energy (or of product treatment) delivered by 
the electron processor is the mega rad. It is a measure of energy 
absorbed per unit mass of the product and is equal to 2.4 
cal/gm). One can equate the normally specified "dose to cure" for 
a coating cr adhesive, to the energy absorbed per unit mass 
(In/cal/fCm of completion of the polymerization reaction. It also 

• provides a measure of the temperature rise expected in the 
product during curing. For example, a film with specific heat of 
0.5 cal/gm/"C will experience a temperature rise of only 9.6 "C 
with a dose of 2 Mrad. The heat of polymerization will also 
.••tt'i'eet the product temperature in any process involving "active" 
chemistry. 
QQfie_jttt_Cujre 

A good part of the very high energy efficiency of such 
converting systems arises from the low energy requirement to cure 
the coatings used (typically 2 Mrad, 4.8 cal/gm). Most coating 
suppliers will quote a "dose to cure" for their KB coatings and 
adh*sives, so the unit is of practical importance, in particular 
so that an EB system of adequate capacity for the desired line 
epeed w\y be selected. 
DeJUvejrerL Ctase 

One can now begin to understand the relation of current, 
product speed and dose. The current delivers energy to product at 
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't, "see's" the bean for a certain tine (usually a fraction of 

jstecondK The product of these parameters, dose rale and 
posore" time, gives the actual dose received by the product, 
that dose can be varied either through variation of product 
or the delivered current. 

Picture 4 shows the smallest Electrocurtain, the laboratory 
it which is typically used by chemical companies, and research 
Ttitutes for the development of KB-curable resins and coatings 

by larger companies for the development of preparatory and 
"a-house used coating materials and products. 

Pictures 5,6,7 and Figure 7 show some typical Electrocurtain 
els and installations in production lines for different 

processes. Typical industrial installations are 1.5 to 2m long in 
roduct direction and approx. lm wider (overall dimensions) than 
the product to be treated. In most cases the lower part of the 
roduct treatment chamber is mounted on a lift table. This allows 
"asy opening of the process chamber for threading in the web or 
or maintenance work. 

When energetic electrons are absorbed in the coating, they 
cr»;-»te exoited atoms or roolecuJ.es which serve as the free 
.msieals for the initiation of the addition polymerization 
reaction which can take place between the multi-functional 
>nomer and the unsaturated prepolymer which make up the liquid 
eating. These reactions typically proceed to completion in a 
riod of tens of milliseconds for a well designed system so that 
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coating moving on a subs t ra te a t say, 300 meters per minute. 

can Be eur^d in a distance of only a few cent imeters . That i s . a 

ttt ooating wil l be converted to a tack free film in a matter of 

:iy a few milliseconds a f t e r passing through the energet ic beam. 

ucmoN 
During the past years electron beam processing has 

streduced into many traditional manufacturing areas and an 
;reasing number of new, revolutionary production methods with 
igh-added value. When discussing this, one should be aware that 
Ikis technology is very young and presently pushed by development 
•ctivities of close to 100 electron processing laboratory and 
pilot units exploring new products areas all over the world. 

Today electrocurtain-Processing is used for the following 
ndustriai application: -

crosslinking of plastic film 
crosslinking of wire insulation 
curing of flock-adhesives 
curing of laminating adhesives for various complexes 
curing of pre-metallization base-coatings on paper 
curing of pigmented coatings for gift wrap, decorative 
products etc. 
curing of silicone release coatings on paper and plastic film 
curing of offset inks and clear varnishes on flexible 
packaging materials 
curing of magnetic media for video, computer-tapes and floppy 
disk.s 
curing of pigmented coatings on wood panels 
curing of clear top-coatings on wood grains printed decor 
foil and paper 
curing of laminating adhesives between wood-panel and 
foil/paper with simultaneous curing of a clear, protective 
top-co-it on th« foil/paper. 
curing of protective? top-coating of PVC and other materials 
curing of coatings on roof tiies 
curing of textile impregnations for abrasive products 
curing of coatings* vmcl/or laminating adhesives for transfer 
metallization and transfer coating- processes. 
curing of i>r'*yt?!.irw SENSITIVE adhe3.Lv«s 

lus a variety of othwr proprietary applications. 
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at is that makes electron beam processing attractive?. 

[la the early days, and certainly during the energy crises of 1973 
hod 1979, the technology was saintly promoted due to the large 
[••cunt, of energy savings invoLved with it, the use of aolvent-

VBfree and non-polluting coatings and laminating adhesives, the 

[nail floor space requirements and last but not least the high 
I product through-put. These factors did draw potential customers 
attention but they were in most cases not convincing enough _ to 
;-jsi.ii*y the investment for EB-equipment. 

W»_ thea .byyB^Ube^u«jp«enjfc_2. 
EB-equipment is purchased by people or companies who 

realised that electron beam processing would allow them to 
aanufacture new. unique and better pro-ducts giving them a better 
.position over the competition with a more profitable product. 
This was and till is the main reason why people purchase EB-

i 

êquipment. The fact that electron beam processing saves energy 

and is non-polluting remains important but is rarely the major 

reason for the purchase of equipment. It is interesting to note 

that the companies buying EB-equipment are usually those with 

% Entrepreneurial individuals convinced that electron processing i3 

(he best process method for manufacturing selected products. 

.VBR6USLQV 
Some of the applications mentioned before seem to be 

luitable for UV and the question," not use OV instead of electron 
purine", is quite relevant here. For many slow to medium speed 
|nd narrow web applications UV can indeed be the more economical 
rocess; certainly if clear coatings are being used. However, if 
jtder lines and high through-put are demanded, electron 

I 
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processing .made more sense. Before going into application details 
is may therefore be useful to identify some more subtle 
differences between EB and UV and indicate why EB is chosen and 
not DV. 

Electron beam is a cold process, it produces less heat than 
OV. This is important when heat-sensitive substrates are used, 
dimensional stability is important or loss of moisture content in 
paper has to be avoided. In an Electrocurtain printing 
application it was demonstrated that paper moisture reduction 
after electron processing did not exceed 0.1%. 

Electron beam given a very high cross-link density and a 
much higher conversion percentage than UV does. The average 
monomer evaporation is considerably lower and within safer limits 
than with UV. This consideration is of importance where web 
processes are considered and the electzon-cured outer surface 
comes in contact for longer periods of, time with the inner side 
of the product. Electron beam equipment is also more versatile 
than UV equipment. 

EB can cure thick or pigmented coatings, it can cure a 
laminating adhesive buried between two layers and it can also 
cure a very thin 0.5 g/m58 release film at high speeds. EB 
coatings do not require photo-initiators which may increase 
coating costs, decrease pot and shelf-live and remain unreacted 
in the finished product. 

UV EB 
INVESTMENT COSTS 1 2-10 
BSERGY CONSUMPTION 10 1 
PRICE OF COATING 1.1-1.5 1 
CORING SPEED SECONDS MILLI-SECONDS 
APPLICATION LIMITATIONS CLEAR OR LIGHTLY UNLIMITED 

PIGMENTED COATING 
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^Qtt¥HgXI«G APPLICATIOJl-
The high speed of polymerization offered by electron curing 

»vides an entirely new tool for the manufacture of unique 
iucts. for example, the wet coating, which is typically 
îied from a roll surface or from a gravure cylinder, has 

\%tle time to soak into or penetrate the substrate prior to cure 
the dwell-time to soak into or penetrate the substrate prior 
cure if the dwell-time; viscosity relationship is well 

Dutrolled. As a result, supersmooth coatings are possible which 
Iwtl the quality of film or extrusion coated thermoplastics, 
lis feature has led to a number of EB applications on paper, for 
imple, the priming or base coating for vacuum metallization of 

p;«P-,-r, the curing of highly pigmented coatings for industrial 
•our, as well as for decorative packaging, a broad range of EB 
cir.-ibie coatings with good color quality is now available from 
.aajor coHX.inga suppliers around the world. 

LM". native 
The ability of the electron beam to initiate polymerization 

In a solventle33, buried layer has led to its obvious advantages 
»r lamination an instantaneous cure with predictable 
properties of the laminating bond. Since these laminating 
Jheeive layers are usually thin U-lQpm) and are used to bond 
llatively thin (50 pm) layers of film, foil and paper together 
for package and electrical product applications), these low 
»rgy processors are well suited for this very broad mix of 
roduct constructions". 
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Figure 8 illustrates one of these new processes 
* 

;-tematically. Here the through-curing capability is used to 
ransfer a vacuum metallized layer from a film carrier to a paper 
•ubstrate, using a thin (1 g/m2) electron cured adhesive to 
perform the transfer. This new process takes full advantage of 
the high speed of polymerization offered by electron curing - a 
reaction which cannot be as precisely controlled by an other 
curing mechanism. Its advantage for eliminating the need to put 
paper into the vacuum chamber is self-evident to those who have 
attempted to control conventional production metallization. 
DniA_Cuxine 

Pigure .9 illustrates another variant of the "through-cure" 
process in paper of film. Here the curing is accomplished against 
the drum surface which may carry an image or pattern which one 
wishes to impart to the coated surface or to the impregnated web. 
This art has been reduced to commercial use for some time and 
offers an attractive route for the finishing of release sheets, 
papers and embossed products. 
fipaphioH 

One of the dominant advanvantages of electron curing for 
graphics is again the super smoothness of the surface of the ink 
•-,r vamiuh film, of th*y very durable, high gloss finishes can be 
i-iiK-vecl on paper, printed with conventional inks if desired. The 
t.ritfhUming" of the overprinted graphics has attracted a 
wi>'>>•*[>read market for this equipment - notably for food and 
>.n.-*'?«o packaging, and for a variety of lower volume consumer 
l<r./tluct packaging, particularly with lithographically printed 
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tiding teartohs. 

At the present time, the adaptation of the type of electron 
»ssor shown in Figure 4 to multi color web offset 

Uhographic printing dominates the graphics related application 
this technology. Since these processors will deliver 1 Mrad at 

JO ffl/mn or more, and since present EB inks and varnishes offer 
cures in the 1-3 Mrad range, such integrated systems offer 

iequate capacity for the 300 m/rain, speed for production 
currently specified by the industry. A bloc diagram of the press 
Line is shown in Figure 
EKKMLPAHJiLS 

Another interesting application can be found in the wood-
[paneling area. Here an electron curable adhesive is applied on a 
fiedium density fiber board, chip board, particle board, hard 
b̂oacd or the Like. A wood grain printed paper is then laminated 
jjto and while still wet an electron curable clear top-coat is 
ipplied to it. Both, the adhesive and clear top-coat are then 
limultaneously cured with an Electrocution-Processor. The same 
line is also used for curing pigmented coatings in a wide variety 
it colors on wood panels. The line produced wood panel/decor foil 
laminate has a quality which finds its place in between the low 
|nd high pressure laminate. The physical performance of these EB-
tured panels was examined by an independent test laboratory using 
* U'fii -procedure recommended by the National Kitchen Cabinet 
Awciai/ioo USA. 

Tab}* 1 in a. si u miliary of the physical performance comparison 
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..< .Is. fehe results of this comparison clearly indicate that the 
IF ACE Panels (EB-paneIs) are superior in performance compared 
single sheet low pressure laminated flat panels. Table 2 
prizes the physical performance comparison between two grades 
high pressure raelamine/phenolic laminated panels and uniface 
'"KL&J151,.. JWKJi3NB_.RttVJ.QYS-_A 250 kV Electrocurtain, the panels 

»r~ i.'i k 2.4 rnof.er;} and. the line is running at a max. speed of 
in .m/ffiiri. Figure tf showu the complex to be. cured and the required 
.*l»*>M.f.»ti penetration. The relative compactness of the 
».-.f.s>ii*:-J'.ied electron processor used for this application permits 
a complete continuous production line including sanding and 
stacking with a total length of under 80 meters. The maximum 
process speed is limited with a total length of under 80 meters. 
he maximum process speed is limited by the ability to handle 
snels in the plant rather than by the processing line itself. A 
shematic representation of the laminating/coating line is shown 
'n Figure 9. The Electrocurtain-Processor and part of the 
ilfshielded product conveyer and treatment system is shown in 
icture 6. The performance of this system has demonstrated the 
racticability of compact electron curing machinery for sheet-fed 
)lications. Recent progress by the coating suppliers in 
:hieving low viscosity 100* solids top-coats which can be cured 
n the presence of aLr will lead to extended use of this 
uipment with various substrates and will result in many new 
oducts for different industries. 

T£GRA3^^FJ3_.CORVJiJttl'ING^J^K^CASlLJUU^QEX 
In this particular case the company saw an opportunity to 
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•xpand their converting operations into wider market areas, if an 
improved product could be produced. The market areas were in 
F'io«caRing and printing. The basic product area3 were metallized 
peters and fiirfis. The metallised paper was to be coated prior to 
vt.-uum metallization to provide a super smooth metallization base 
am post roe-utilization coated to protect the metal layer and to 
lf>vi«k- ink ana con ting receptivity. 

Tn general the procedures described earlier were 
followed. That is : in depth discussions with the coating 
iuppliers: with equipment manufacturers, pilot trials using the 
substrates and materials of interest and then market sampling 
with some of the resultant products. Favorable results were 
achieved and a decision was made to purchase a turnkey system for 
the coating/curing line i.e. web handling machinery fitted with 
SB curing equipment. 

The EB curing equipment manufacture was selected as prime 
contractor because of previous experience and technical depth, 
equipment specifications and performance criteria were 
•stablished, vendors were selected and an integrated design 
iterated. 

Close cooperation was maintained by all parties involved to 
ovide an integrated system that would insure a minimum of 
oblems for both the installation and combined equipment 
deration. This was particularly important since all of the 
ponents would come together for the first time at the 
toners site. 
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The general specifications : 
Web width 1600 BUD 
Production speed 150 to 400 m/min 
substrates range 12 u to 300 g/m paper and board 
curing dose range up to 4 mrad at 400 m/min 
Coating treating prior to coating variable level to 50 

dyne/cm 
Unwind/rewind Driven turrets with high speed flying 

splice capabilities. 
Web guide Automatic edge guiding 
Inerting Below 400 ppm 0a- at 400 m/min KB processor operation Automatic slaved to web machinery 

The results of this effort to produce the integrated system 
4n a compact package and designed for ease of operation and 
intenance are shown in Pictures 8,9 and 10. 

Picture 8 is a view from the unwind end. The torrent unwind 
8 at the extreme left. The web proceeds from the unwind through 
he corona treater located by the second main frame stanchion 
nto the coated head and ten upwards into the Electrocurtain 
ring station. The web machinery and smooth roll coating station 
manufactured by Polytype S.A. of Geneva, Switzerland. 
A front view of the EB processor is shown in Picture 9. It 

cupied approximately 2.5 m of space in the web direction. The 
Jectrocurtain processor is a 200 kV, 165 cm wide, four filament 
Btero providing up to 1 ampere 91000 roA) of beam current and is 
nufactured by Energy) Science Inc. of Woburn, MA, USA. 

A catwalk is provided around the unit for ease of 
intenance, processor is cable connected to a remotely located 
gh voltage power supply The operator's panel is integrated 
to the web machinery controls, a view the EB processor out feed 

driven torrent rewind system with automat splicing is shown 
Picture 10. 
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ressing have already been mentioned. As every process does 
ve its advantages and disadvantages, it is only £»*r to mention 

at this place the disadvantages of EB processing. 
The main disadvantage today without any doubt is the fact. 

that surface coatings need to be cured in an oxygen-free 
itnoaphere. When cured in air, electron beam curable coatings are 
inhibited by oxygen, the coatings do not cure well and remain 
ati'?ky on the surface. The treatment chamber must therefore be 
>r tttinuouyly pureed with inert gas from either a gas generator or 
fr•AH <\ source of liquid nitrogen. 

The amount of inert gas used depends on the width of the 
product, the surface properties of the product and the production 
procedure. Most European installations, with the exception of 
aaybe 2 or 3, use liquid nitrogen at the source for inert gas. 
The prices for liquid nitrogen vary considerably from one 
geographical location to another. Quite often transportation 
costs play a dominant role. For certain applications however, 
inert-gas-free castings are now commercially available, due to 
the high dose requirements or these coatings, they can only be 
led for metallic or wood substrates. 

Another disadvantage may be the price of the EB-curable 
hemistry. EB-coating usually, but not always, are more expensive 
hat conventional water borne or solvent-based coatings. However, 
8 the consumption of EB-coatings grows the prices of these 
coatings are likely to come down, too. Also one should not forget 
t> ..-ompare dry-weight with dry-weight. The g/m2 of a 100 % 
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Awm-iree—coating pur^ aown on.« supenurwce fOM^os - toe 
in g/nP after it has been cured, which is not the case 

th sol vent [base or water-borne systems where as much as 50% to 
IX or wore of solvents or water are evaporated in the drying 
n. Typically EB-curable coatings also offer much better 
formance characteristics than solvent or water-based coatings, 
•any applications it is therefore possible to work with lower 
ting weights than would be possible with conventional coating 
tens. When making economical comparisons, these plus the 
tter product quality aspects should not be neglected. 

KB-operating costs are typically very low. They consist of : 
electricity EB-unit (and for UV-equiproent where necessary) 
conveyer power 
cooling water 
inert gas 
inert, gad removal fan 
chemistry 
su iterate 
labor 
amortization including cost of money 
The cost analysis presented hereafter do not include coat ot; 

fiabor, amortization and cost of money. These figures may be put 
In as applicable in the country of installation. 

We will indicate some typical figures for chemistry. 
Ĉhemistry becomes less expensive with increasing amounts 
jrehased from the supplier. Sometimes EB requires less chemistry 
than conventional coatings due to better performance 
characteristics. These facts need all to be considered when 
klculating and comparing production lines. 
lor instance :An EB-line does not need cooling water to cool 
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ovens or the substrate after they have left the oven. KBrtreated 
substrates remain cold and can be stacked upon each other 
iwediately. 

Let us take a typical wood line and its operating parameters 
jkud fill-in the investment and operating cost for comparative 
irposes. 
»duct width 

Product thickness 
Production speed 
Type of product 
Coating 

EB-Unit required 

1.35 m 
0.5 to 4 cm 
50 ra/min 
Chipboard, hardboard, MDP 
(Medium Density Fiber Board) etc. 
Primer 35 g/ma 

Dose to cure : UV - 100 W/cm 
Top Coat 90 g/m2 

Dose to cure : 4 Mrad 
200 kV - 135 cm wide 

Price of curing equipment incl. shielded conveyer system approx. 
Swiss France 1.8 million. 

Electricity UV/EB Unit : 60 kW at Sfr. 0.08 AWhr = 4.80/hr 
(operating at full rated output power 200 kV - 135 mA) 
Electricity Conveyer Power 10 kW at SFr. 0.08/kWhr = 

0.80/hr 
Cooling Water : 40 1/min at sFr. 1.50 /nr* = 3.60/hr 

r Inert Gas : 150 nF/hr at SFr. 040 /m* ' = 60. -/hr 
Exhaust Fan • : 5 kW at Sfr. 0.08/kWhr - 0.40/hr 

otal operating costs per hour : SFr. 69.60/hr 
r at 50 m/min (ca. 3000 nP/hr) 

These figures have to be compared with the energy costs for 
t.vrni:. -.rut- i !;.••,, i ru:.Lua i.iiM, solvent recovery or after-burning, 
*>.:--.'::;-v..:, for ex pi >.<ai on protection, larger space "requirements" 
et •. 

Tr.v oi.ner important variable figure in the chemistry .Let us 
here i,ai<.<; mi average, typical European, price , for a primer and 
tor :* 

riftwr siFr. 12.- /kg - SFr. 0.42 / m* a t 35 g/rov: 

oi» Coat Sh'r. 18/- /kg -~ SFr. 1.62 / nr-* a t 20 g/nr' 
The t o t a l operat ing coats, excluding substrate, labor and 
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r r t i z a t i q n a r e i n t h e range of SFr. 2. D6/>P f 6 r a production of 
* 

:. 300 aP /h or 120,000 nrVweek, one s h i f t . 

Case JH 

for a t y p i c a l R l e c t r o c u r t a i n - i n s t a l l a t i o n used in a m u l t i 

color web-offse t p r i n t i n g p r e s s , the o p e r a t i n g pa ramete r s and 

assofiftte.fj- c o s t s a r e a s fo l lows 
Acce le ra to r Vol tage Range 150 
Be3m Current, 
Treatment Width 
Du.se Rate C a p a b i l i t y 
Product ion speed 

E l e c t r i c i t y 
Cooling Water 
I n e r t Gas 

Spare P a r t s 
Total 

- 175 kV 
• - 300roA 

- 100 cm 
- 1 Mrad a t 900 m/min 

- 200 -300 ra/roin 
consumption 

- 75 kW/h = SFr- 6.--/h 
- 7 m-Vh = SFr. 10.50/h 
- 80 mVh= Sfr. 32.--/h 

-SFr. 2.-/h= SFr. 2.~/h 
SFr. 50.50/h 

it a production speed of 250 m/min, the costs per m* are SFr. 
ice Basi3 : Geneva, Winter 1985 

The costs for inert gas (LNa») in Geneva are approx. 100 more 
han they are in most other European countries. 

"JttYLCOHfilBSBAXIQWS JH THB PLAHT 
The introduction of electron curing into a plant will also 

nvolve some new procedures in industrial hygiene and safety, 
st of these will be related to the storage and handling of the 
atings, and these are treated in some detail in the NPCA 
ndbook (12)as well as in the literature provided by the 
atings suppliers. The electron processor is classed as a source 
Ionizing radiation, that is, of energetic electron processor 
classed as a source of Ionizing radiation, that is, of 

-rgetic electrons and X-rays, and the OS HA regulations 
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of Health, also require that the equipment be registered as' " a 
;urce of ionizing radiation". This registration also requires 
the designation of the individual responsible for radiation 
protection (Radiation Safety Officer). If an individual with 
pertinent experience is not available in-plant, suitable training 

the responsible employee would be provided by the equipment 
ipplier, or can be derived through training seminars offered by 
„rious organizations. 

Employees should be familiar with paragraph (d) of section 
,1910.96 of DSHA (13), the requirements of the employer are 
listed. In addition, employees should provide: 
1. Periodic "surveys" of the area with a portable radiation 
•on i tor. Most machine manufacturers will recommend 
appropriate monitors for this purpose. 
2. Personnel monitoring equipment, usually in the form of X-ray 
film badges, for employees working in the area for selfshielded 
mchhiea, qualifying for " unrestricted" use, these are 
,iot mandatory, since the restricted or high radiation 
atv-'i:; are eliminated. Nevertheless, badge service is 
r».V'Sunenaed for all personnel working with the facility. 
T.'Jj can be implemented through several good services at a 
roinal monthly charge and provides a permanent record for the 
•ployer and employee. A variety of "resettable" personnel 
nitors, such as pen type dosimeters, are also available for 
boee who are infrequent users of the electron processor. 

A modern electron processor will also incorporate fall 
vironmental monitoring with which the operators should be 
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-fami'liar.' The system utilizes radiation probes which are 
positioned around the process. and they will assure operation 
within the limits of the OSHA environmental requirements. Such 
items are " fail-safe" in that they also monitor cosmic rays 
iich are always present, and will disable the system if a probe 
somes inoperative for some reason. 
CLUSIQH 
Electron beam curing or as well call it, Electrocurtain-

Processing, is not used as commonly assumed due to energy 
savings, non-polluting and similar aspects. The main motivations 
why companies employ EB-curing are -the better product qualities 
•nd the characteristics offered by EB which can not be obtained 
through other methods. Many users of electron curing discover 
:ique applications, products and synergetic effects obtained by 
:abining conventional coating and converting processes with 
lectron beam processing. 

In addition to the before mentioned attractions EB also has 
iwe more subtle advantaged like elimination of explosion hazards 
• to the use of solvent-free coating materials, less heat and 
ise in the manufacturing areas (no ovens) very little 
ntilation, long pot-life of the chemistry (it only) cures with 
lectrons), less waste due to the directly slaved output of the 
lectrocurtain-Processor to the machine speed etc. 

Electron beam processing is a modern production method which 
t9 the user of it a step ahead of his competition. Equipment. 
&-!•!•. i.",.»tiori Mm*sts of 1 to Z years are quite common in thiu 
'•tiiii'jyK. 
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In the ,last decade electros processing qe±fttly$0re« to a 
salti-bi^lion dollar business and it - sill continue to 
revolutionize the way we print, coat paper, plastic, setal, wood, 
^xtiWs and other substrates; the.way we crosslink plastic to 
;rtvrj rat* materials, how food ia packaged and preserved em<* how 
s.-?clical goods will be sterilized etc,etc. 
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